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Abstract. In this manuscript, we discuss the need for, and present a
new system architecture for cross collaboration among multiple service
enterprises. We demonstrate the importance and inevitability of such col-
laboration along with challenges in its proper realization through several
real-life examples taken from different business domains. We then show
that these challenge are rooted in two key factors: unpredictability and
responsiveness. The key contribution of this manuscript is the presen-
tation of a new model, centered on an intelligent hub, for coordinating
the logistics of cross enterprise collaboration. This hub is constructed
in a manner intended to directly identify and solve the two key funda-
mental challenges of cross enterprise collaboration. As such, we expect it
to outperform other means of collaboration across service providers. We
demonstrate the potential for such performance using field examples.

Keywords: service operation management, service quality, logistics, en-
terprise ecosystem, globalization.

1 Introduction

Service operation and management is becoming increasingly complex as the do-
ing of work shifts from within the enterprise to a distributed ecosystem of service
providers. While this new ecosystem provides a desirable flexibility [1,2], it chal-
lenges both the sustained effectiveness of operations and the quality of delivered
services. It has accordingly become apparent that a new approach is required to
address this challenge [3]. Using such an approach service operation management
will become aware of the ecosystem and have the ability to optimally manage
the logistics of its inherent complexity. Moreover, a business could then manage
its operations while reasoning within its own business terms. Such optimal oper-
ation management will allow us to realize the potential benefits of the ecosystem
while maintaining an acceptable level of quality.

Forces of globalization and the ever growing need for differentiation and inno-
vation are moving work from a co-located to a distributed environment. Compa-
nies form collaborations to achieve a goal that none could achieve individually.
They all share the financial burden and development risk, but benefit from the
sum of their differentiating capabilities. We call this new model of doing busi-
ness Cross Enterprise Collaboration (CeC). For example, Airbus is developing
its new Airbus-A380 in a consortium with several partners, and similar trends
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can be observed in all industries. However, collaboration, while inevitable, is
coming at a huge price. The rate of project failures is alarming. The delivery
of the Airbus-380 was two years overdue with accumulated losses exceeding 6B
USD [4]. This breakdown, while extreme, is common across different industries,
including software and automotive. Clearly, there is a need for a new approach
to manage cross enterprise collaboration.

The problems of CeC are well recognized by industry. A study made between
2007 and 2008 by the Aberdeen Group [5] examined more than 160 enterprise
products that required collaboration between mechanical engineering, electronic
engineering, computer engineering, control engineering, and system design. 71%
of the people interviewed identified a need to improve the communication and
collaboration across the silo disciplines; 49% required improve visibility; 43%
raised the need to implement or alter new product development processes for a
multidisciplinary approach. The primary reason for breakdowns is the paucity
of support for coordinating the overall work between the silo disciplines.

We approach the problem from two complementing directions. First, we model
the ecosystem of the enterprise collaboration. This provides the context in which
a business can identify the main actors and reason about how they relate to each
other: organizations, people, process, and work. Second, we use service oriented
concepts to encapsulate the doing of work from managing and coordinating how
it gets done. This encapsulates each service provider in a space separate from the
rest of the ecosystem. Accordingly, only the necessary and sufficient information
of the ecosystem needs to be communicated in order to coordinate a provider.
Once this is done, the complexity of Business Process Management (BPM) sud-
denly reduces to many independent sub-BPM problems that are both known and
tractable. The challenge, however, is formation of the appropriate encapsulated
space for each service provider and definition of the information flow. Another
way to think of this encapsulation is as an extension of the concept of Work as
a Service (Waas), where any domain work be provided as a service and carried
out by any qualified provider organization. A key component of the model is
dedicated specifically to support this: a hub. In a companion paper we provide
detailed analysis of hub operation and show how an optimum policy can be
determined. This policy, among other things, describes how service requests are
distributed amongst providers [6]. The model we present here presents a broader
view and addresses more directly business needs and concerns. The model might
be viewed as a significant generalization of the Distributed Enterprise Services
pattern [7,8], and incorporates Malones theory of coordination [9] and work [10].

In the next section we illustrate the core challenges facing a proper implemen-
tation of CeC. In particular, we discuss the role of unpredictability and how it
affects the complexity of CeC. We further introduce a new perspective for deci-
sion making that is both holistic and domain aware. In section 3 we incorporate
our new perspective in decision making into the structure of an intelligent hub
and propose a new model to support CeC. We demonstrate the operation of our
model through an illustrative example. The section after that reviews the key
properties of our hub model such as agility. We conclude in section 5.
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2 Collaborative Enterprise Work in Development

Product development is complex and is carried out in large projects. Projects
require deep domain expertise in several disciplines, last from months to years,
and are expensive; their success is critical to the business. Detailed processes,
methodologies, and best practices guide the project lifecycle. However, plans can
only form a common starting point because unpredictable events always happen.
Issues may arise following a realization that a requirement is unclear or a design
is faulty. Assumptions may prove to be wrong. Required materials may become
unavailable or new technologies may make current progress obsolete. Partners
or providers may come and go, and disasters certainly happen. Uncertainty and
unpredictability can only be managed by flexibility and adaptation, which is
why every project deviates from its original plan in unique ways.

Successful completion of development projects depends on containing their
inherent unpredictability. To do this one must identify issues early, figure out the
best response, and make the necessary changes. Containment in CeC work is too
complex to automate. Were Airbus able to automate the creation of a blueprint
for the A-380, it would. CeC work, therefore, has a critical dependency on human
knowledge, experience, leadership, and creativity. People must do everything
that technology cannot, and technology must support them in doing what is
left. To understand what needs to be supported and how, we next examine the
different roles of humans and organizations in responding to an unpredictable
event.

2.1 The Three Perspectives: Executive, Operation, and Domain

Figure 1 depicts the three fundamental roles of people: executive, operation,
and domain. The executive role is responsible for the enterprises strategy and
business goals; it also pays close attention to the marketplace, competitors and
customers. Operation is a managerial role that is concerned with efficiency, and
meeting deadlines; it focuses on the coordination of work between the silo dis-
ciplines. Domain roles embody the competency and skills required to do the
highly specialized work that is the underpinnings of the final product.

2.2 Containing Unpredictability through Exception Handling

Determining the best response to an unexpected event can be thought of more
generally as human exception handling. The following scenario illustrates how the
three roles relate to each other in the context of CeC work. Large development
projects distribute work between several teams that do requirements, design,
build, test, and integrate. In this scenario, the electric design team realizes that
it may be two month overdue. It wants to determine how serious the problem is
so that it can decide what to do about it.
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The seriousness of the problem can range anywhere from having no impact at
all on the project to killing the enterprise by giving a competitor a two month
advantage. The team cannot possibly determine which because it lacks visibility
into the operation and executive domains.

What is a reasonable response? The team may decide to reallocate resources
from other tasks in order to overcome the anticipated lateness. However, this
may be the worst thing to do. For example, it may turn out that the root cause
stems from an engineering error in the engine’s design. If such is the case, the
engineering team should first fix its design before anyone takes further action,
as the error may affect all ongoing and future work. Operations, on the other
hand, have different concerns and will likely make a different decision. If, for
example, meeting the project deadline is a key priority, then operations may
insist on meeting the original deadline, well aware that quality will be seriously
sacrificed. On the other hand, an executive perspective may lead to a very dif-
ferent approach: termination of the entire project at a loss and reallocation of
its resources to a more profitable venture.

All the approaches described above are reasonable, but each reflects a differ-
ent concern. To make an informed decision one must have the full context and
balance all related concerns. Figure 1 depicts the creation of the required con-
text by gathering information and concerns from each level. Information about
the domain can be gathered from each discipline. Operations can provide rel-
evant information relating to the project scope. The partnering executives can
add relevant information from the perspective of goals, strategy, competitors, or
the marketplace. But there may be additional information that is required: new
technologies, advancements by a competitor, etc. This is why key stakeholders
must take part in the decision making process: to voice their concerns and supply
additional information and insight that can only come from human experience
and expertise.

Fig. 1. When something unpredictable happens it must be contained. The sum of
information that is gathered from all three domains provides a big picture. Based on
this context the stakeholders can make an informed decision.
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2.3 Patterns of Coordination

Figure 1 outlines a desirable issue resolution process. To enact that which was
decided upon requires coordination. But coordination can be complex. If the root
problem of the electric design team was a fault in an engineering design, then the
need to fix the design can easily be communicated to engineering. However, other
teams may also have dependencies on engineering and they must also be notified.
So far, so good, but this is where complexity begins to compound. The changes
that engineering make may require other disciplines to modify their designs so
that they accommodate the changes which engineering made. Each new change
in every other discipline may start a new cycle of updates and dependencies
between all disciplines. This situation can quickly become unmanageable.

Figure 2 depicts two patterns of coordination: collaborative and centralized.
Collaborative collaboration is a remnant of co-location; it lacks an entity dedi-
cated to coordination. It considers all participants as equal partners, as at first
seems appropriate in an ecosystem of co-producers. In this pattern, which is
current practice, every team will start communicating with every other team to
try and figure out the root cause for its problem and the best thing to do about
it. There are, however, two fundamental drawbacks. First, because the operation
and executive scope are missing, they are unlikely to make the right decision, as
described in Fig. 1. Second, the extremely wide bandwidth of communication is
both inefficient and distracting.

In the centralized collaboration pattern coordination is handled by one entity
comprising both operation and executive. The electric design team will com-
municate its problem to one, and only one, entity. Because the perspectives of
all three roles are now involved, the entire context is available to support an
informed decision as illustrated in Fig. 1. Accordingly, individual teams will be
coordinated by operations only when needed. Additional changes that are side
products of the first will be managed and coordinated in the same way. The cen-
tralized pattern supports both making the best decision and the most effective
way to coordinate change. It also minimizes the need for cross silo collaboration.

2.4 Communication and Coordination across Silo Disciplines

We can now pose a critical question: what information must be communicated
between operation and each discipline in Fig. 2? The simplicity of the answer
may seem counter intuitive: the discipline must receive all the information it
requires to do its work; operations must satisfy their need to monitor progress
so that they can both continue to detect unpredictable events and contain them.

The principles outlined above are used to formulate the basic encapsulation of
our model as is described in the following section. The centralized pattern repre-
sents an encapsulation of coordination work between autonomous entities. Each
discipline in the centralized pattern described in Fig. 3 represents an autonomous
entity. The pattern encapsulates each discipline from the provider ecosystem.
By doing so it simplifies the problem of coordination from the unmanageable
space of an ecosystem to a simple space between two entities. This space is well
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Fig. 2. Collaborative and centralized coordination pattern. Collaborative coordination
taxes the communication bandwidth and because it lacks the operation and execu-
tive perspectives, is unlikely to yield a satisfactory response. The centralized pattern
minimizes the communication bandwidth and lead to good decisions.

understood and can be easily managed. Furthermore, the pattern clarifies what
flow of information is required between a single discipline and the coordinating
entity.

Figure 3 depicts a proposed standard for Engineering Change Order (ECO)
[11]. This process is critical to development and is used to manage ongoing
changes. The breakdowns identified by the Aberdeen Group that were mentioned
in section 1 are also related to the BPM complexity of coordinating many pro-
cesses across the silo disciplines. However, as explained above, the execution of
the ECO process with one discipline is well understood and can be well handled.
The encapsulation provided by our model reduces the the BPM complexity to
management of individual processes, such as this ECO, which is well understood
and can be easily managed.

Fig. 3. This is the proposed standard for Engineering Change Order proposed by
ProStep [11]. This process also illustrates the information flow between the hub and
a provider. To the provider it specifies what it needs to do its work. To the hub it
specifies the milestones that enable the hub to monitor progress.
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3 A Model of Cross Enterprise Collaboration (CeC)

Our model of CeC work is depicted in Fig. 4. There are three central ideas: a hub
that both provides the encapsulation of each organization from the ecosystem
and supports the collaboration, the application of the centralized coordination
pattern, and the encapsulation of domain work as a service (WaaS).

The basic components required by the hub include organizations, people, and
work. In all these components we distinguish between templates and instances.
Templates are designed to be reusable in a wide range of situations. They provide
a standard way of doing things in a way that yields predictable results. For
example, the ECO described in Figure 4 represents a process template for change
management that, being defined as an industry standard, is designed for reuse
across any discipline [11]. Instances, on the other hand, are designed to provide
the flexibility and agility that are required at runtime. Instances are created
only when needed and are then configured in the context that they are needed.
This configuration is where specific information, such as requirements, defects, or
designs, are specified. Configuration is the mechanism through which templates
are optimally adapted to a specific run-time context. However, configuration
can continue through the instance lifecycle. This enables ongoing adaptation
that is critical for the containment of unpredictability. For example, in response
to the problem identified by the electric design team in section 2.2, the hub may
decide to modify an ECO instance being serviced by a different discipline, such
as engineering. Runtime changes may add defect and design artifacts obtained
from the electric team, or even add additional milestones that will verify that
the new problem has been appropriately addressed.

Different hubs may modify some components to meet specific business needs.
For example, additional organizations can be added to model suppliers, retailers,
or customers. Therefore, the model presented here can be thought of as a meta-
model that can be tailored to the specific way an enterprise operates. We next
describe the necessary and sufficient components that are required by the hub

Fig. 4. The hub supports the collaboration across the ecosystem. It simplifies the
problem of coordination by encapsulating each provider from the ecosystem. Depicted
are the main hub teams that govern the collaboration and the flow of information
between the hub and a provider organization.
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and then provide an intuitive description of its operation. In the discussion that
follows we explain how the model can support agility of operations across the
collaboration ecosystem.

People are modeled by templates as roles, skills, and the organization type
they belong to. Teams represent instances of people that together perform some
common function. For example, a hub has, among others, an executive and
operations team. Teams can be virtual, and the number of people in a team can
be anything from one and upwards. A service provider has a coordinator team.
Because a service provider is encapsulated, it own teams within each discipline
are not required by the model.

Organizations are differentiated by role. We discuss partner and provider, but
other roles exist, such as supplier, retailer or customer. An organization has two
main attributes: capabilities and roles. Capabilities represent different types of
work an organization can perform, and are explained below. For example, soft-
ware development disciplines will have the capability to design, build, and test
software. The hub itself, as it represents the virtual organization of partners,
will have its own capabilities. For example, project operation management, issue
resolution, or capability identification. In addition, each organization type speci-
fies the roles that are required to support the collaboration. Each provider must
have a coordinator role. Every hub must have an executive and operation role.
Additional roles can be added to any organization.

Work is modeled by templates we call capabilities and instances we call service
requests. The hub provides a fundamental encapsulation for each organization in
the collaboration. The doing of work, therefore, is always carried out by some
organization.

The prime function of capabilities and service requests is to specify the flow
of information between the hub and a single organization. The necessary and
sufficient information is (1) the information required by the organization to do
the work and (2) the checks and balances required by the hub to monitor progress
and detect issues. To do its work a discipline will require artifacts, such as
requirements, use cases, and designs. Specification of process steps on how to do
the work are usually not required as it is expected that each discipline follows its
own methods and best practices. Checks and balances can include, among other,
milestones, metrics, policies, and regulations. This appears quite similar to the
ECO standard process shown in Figure 3. However, when a hub is set up, the
collaborating partners may modify work templates to reflect their specific way
of doing business. Moreover, they may agree on specific policies or regulations
that will reflect their approach to governance. Thus, even on the template level,
the hub provides a general mechanism for an enterprise to tailor its processes
and governance.

Different capabilities represent different disciplines and their specializations.
For example, each discipline may have its own capability for requirements, design,
build, and test. Capabilities may be more specific, such as design of security, GUI,
or system. Each capability, therefore, represents a type of work that is defined in
terms of a discipline and skills that are required to do it. When work is needed,
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a capability template is instantiated into a Service Request, configured, and then
dispatched to a provider. For the provider, configurations will specify information
such as schedules, deliverables, and specific artifacts that are required to do the
work. For the hub, configurations will include milestones, metrics, and policies.

The complexity of the overall work requires that different parts be carried
out by different providers. A Service Plan is the construct that both brings
together the different capabilities and coordinates the overall doing of work.
Because of the provider encapsulation, a service plan is relatively simple from
both process definition and management perspectives. This relative simplicity
has been well documented by Malone in his theory of coordination [9] and work
[10]. In particular, Malone identifies that there are only three basic types of
dependencies among activities: flow, sharing, fit (aka sequence, fork, and merge).
Accordingly, a service plan need only order the required capabilities according
to their dependencies in sets of sequence and parallel. This is a well understood
problem that can be easily managed. The service plan provides a fundamental
simplification of process coordination across an ecosystem.

This simplification of process definition implies that creating a service plan is
relatively straight forward and can be done quickly. Furthermore, once a plan is
created, the instantiation and configuration of each capability is also straight-
forward and can therefore be done quickly. The time from identifying a need for
work to dispatching each service plan to a provider can be relatively short. We
therefore introduce the notion of Just in Time Service Plans, to highlight the
potential for this agility [12].

3.1 Example

We will now illustrate the operation of the hub described in Fig. 4 through an
example. In this scenario several companies decide to collaborate on the devel-
opment of a new car. To support this collaboration they are going to instantiate
a collaboration hub. Representatives from each partner join an executive and
operation team. Together they define the high level business goals and strategy.
They then focus on two things: how they want to govern; and how they want to
manage their collaboration. The output of this process will identify two sets of
capabilities: domain and hub. Domain capabilities represent different disciplines,
such as software or engineering. Capabilities can be defined for requirements, de-
sign, build, and test within a domain; or even be more specific, such as design of
security, GUI, or system. Each domain capability, therefore, represents a type
of work which the hub will require.

Hub capabilities will include templates for frequently recurring activities, such
as change management, issue resolution, and on boarding providers. For some
capabilities, such as change management, industry standards may provide a
starting point. The teams may decide to modify the standard so that it better
reflects their particular way of doing business. For example, they may require
that before any work can be assigned to a provider he must be validated. To
do this validation the teams would define a new hub capability called verify-
provider. It could test for qualifications, require specific IT configurations, or
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impose specific governance polices that must be carried out by each provider.
The benefit is that this collaboration-specific way of doing things can now be
applied generically before any work is assigned to a provider.

The second outcome is identification of additional teams that comprise the
hub. In our example, four additional teams were decided upon: operations, capa-
bility identification, integration, and issue resolution. This identification reflects
the partners decision to consider these three activities as core to their collabo-
ration. The implications are that the teams will comprise members from each
partner, rather than from some provider. The partners themselves will comprise
the organizations that provide these capabilities to the hub as a service. Next,
the partners would identify specific organizations that will service domain ca-
pabilities. This activity could be managed by a hub capability called onboard
provider. Providers are added to the hubs list of qualified providers.

Now that the hub has been setup, it can begin to operate. The executive team
would determine its immediate goals. Based on these goals, the hubs capability
identification (CI) team would identify what capabilities are required to achieve
these goals. These capabilities would be assembled in a service plan. The service
plan would be passed to operations. For each capability, operations would iden-
tify the optimal provider and configure a service request (a rigorous formulation
is provided in [6]). The service request would be dispatched to each provider,
who would in turn, do the work. Once the work is completed, the provider would
hand over its deliverables to the hubs integration team. When all deliverables
from all providers are integrated into the final product, it is delivered to the
partners.

So far we have described the flow of service requests and deliverables between
the hub and a provider. Another critical aspect of information flow is monitoring.
This provides the hub with an ability to satisfy itself that the work carried
out by each provider is executing according to plan. Refereeing back to the
example we gave in section 2.2, the hub would have detected that the electric
design team may be two months overdue well in advance. As a result, the hub
would automatically instantiate its issue-resolution capability. The configured
resolution service request would identify the stakeholders from the domain team
and its own operation and executive teams, collect the relevant information from
the domain, operation, and executive domains, and support them in deciding
what to do about as illustrated in Fig. 1. When a decision has been made,
modification to ongoing work will be coordinated by the hub with each provider
in accordance with the centralized coordination pattern described in Fig. 2. This
coordination will be communicated between the hubs operation team and the
providers coordination team. If new work is required, the hubs CI team will
identify the required capabilities and assemble a service plan. Then, operations
will instantiate the plan and dispatch it to the appropriate providers.

4 Discussion

The model provides two main benefits: simplification of the distributed BPM
problem and a conceptual framework for a business to reason about its
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operations. By encapsulating each provider away from the ecosystem the BPM
problem between the hub and each provider is simplified and easily managed.
By encapsulating the coordination of work across the ecosystem in a hub, the
complex problem of cross enterprise BPM is both bypassed and managed uni-
formly by a dedicated entity. The hub is a reusable meta-framework that is
designed to handle the complexities of coordinating distributed work. It can be
tailored to different industries, and instances will reflect the business practices of
the collaborating partners. This removes the burden and complexity of needing
to support coordination through the choreographies of business processes. This
simplification further allows the process designer to focus on the unique business
needs which the process is addressing. The design around the centralized collab-
oration pattern provides a reusable framework to coordinate work and contain
unpredictability.

To the business the model provides a conceptual framework for it to reason
about its operations. Different industries may adapt the model to their par-
ticular needs by adding, for example, customer or supplier organizations. Each
business would populate the model according to its own goals, governance, poli-
cies, and best-practices. The populated model would represent that particular
enterprises knowledge. This knowledge, in turn is used to drive its operations.
As experience and insights are gained, they can be incorporated into the model,
and immediately become operational.

Consider, for example, the root cause for the Airbus-380 failure: the German
and Spanish teams used CATIA version 4, while the British and French teams
used CATIA version 5 [13,4]. The collaboration failed because it did not imple-
ment a capability to onboard a new provider and check, among other things,
for IT incompatibilities. Had this collaboration been supported by a hub, then
the hubs validate-provider capability would have been used before any work was
assigned to any provider. Consider, for example, the ECO in Fig. 4. Before exe-
cuting any step defined in the ECO, the hub would execute its validate-provider
capability. The ECO is an industry standard process. The validate-provider is a
collaboration specific process. The model enables a business to tailor an industry
standard process to the specific business context of the collaborating partners.

5 Conclusions

In this paper we have introduced a new model for CeC through an intelligent
hub. We have shown how our model addresses the key challenges facing proper
implementation of CeC: unpredictability and responsiveness. Specifically, by en-
capsulating each service provider and customer (or any other interacting entity)
in its own space and supplying it with necessary and sufficient information,
the complex BPM problem for a dynamic ecosystem is reduced to many sub-
BPM problems that are known and tractable. Furthermore, our hub is designed
to facilitate both the identification and the solving of two root issues of un-
predictability and services evolution. The former is achieved through enhanced
visibility, metrics, and traceability whereas the latter is achieved through modu-
larity of work and service providers which are all key aspects of the hub design.
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Furthermore, we have demonstrated the scalability of this framework, its abil-
ity to bypasses the complexity of cross-enterprise BPM, and its flexibility to be
tailored to different industries and specific enterprise policies.
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